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If you've ever moved paper clips around with a magnet or killed time to arrange metal shavings to beard on a Wooly Willy toy, then you've dabbled in basic principles for even the most sophisticated power generators. The magnetic field responsible for lining up all those little bits of metal into a proper
mohawk haircut is due to the movement of electrons. Move the magnet towards the paper clip and force the electrons in the clip to move. Similarly, if you allow electrons to move through the metal wire, I will form a magnetic field around the wire. As for Wooly Willy, we can see that there is a clear link
between electrical and magnetism phenomena. The generator is simply a device that moves the magnet next to the wire to create a constant flow of electrons. The actions that force this movement vary greatly, from hand-crafted and steam engines to the decomposition of the nucleus, but the principle
remains the same. Advertising One easy way to think about a generator is to imagine that it acts like a pump pushing water through a pipe. Only instead of pushing water, the generator uses a magnet to push electrons together. It's a little too much simplification, but it paints a useful picture of the features
of the generator at work. The water pump moves a certain number of water molecules and applies some pressure on them. Also, the magnet in the generator pushes a certain number of electrons together and applies a certain pressure electron. The number of electrons moving in the electrical circuit is
called amperes or currents and is measured in amperes. The pressure pushing electrons is called voltage and measured in volts. For example, a generator spinning at 1000 revolutions per minute can produce 1 amp of 6 volts. 1 amp is the number of electrons moving (1 amp physically means that 6.24 x
1018 electrons move through the wire every second), and the voltage is the amount of pressure for those electrons. Generators form the heart of a modern power plant. In the next section, we'll take a look at how one of these stations works. It used to be a world of information cards. In the past, most
graphics cards were boringly similar. Of course, several companies like the BFG can offer cards that are a bit overclocked, but for the most part, the cards were basically reference board designs, shipping reference clock rates. For a while last year, Nvidia began to loosen the reins a bit, allowing board
developers more leeway with core and memory clock frequency settings. Now, most manufacturers have a two-tier strategy of high end, with a conservative reference board design shipping for a single price, and the board pushed about as hard as it can go, costing more. Pricing can be much higher. The
EVGA GeForce 7900 GTX Superclocked we look at today costs $80 more (MSRP) than the company's reference board design ($499 vs. $579). This is a 16% price difference of 6% of the main frequency and 10% of memory Difference. In the real world, price differences may be greater due to a lack of
products. Since companies have to sort the GPU choose crop cream to run these higher clock rates, availability can become a problem. It is the most reference card in the world with ATI graphics cards. We've heard that ATI may be giving your OEMs more freedom, but it's unclear whether this will do
them much good if our experience with ASUS EAX1900XTX is any indication. With these ideas in mind, let us look at our three contenders. Continue... VIEW MORE PHOTO Photo: Michael Childers MARK NICHOLS Face it: All the idea of global warming altruism aside, eco-friendly design still conjures
bamboo and river stone pastiche in countless spa treatment rooms around the world. But Nichols, who studied interior design at UCLA, is a specialist in a different kind of ground-friendly style: glamorous, modern, sophisticated. There's a crunchy, Birkenstock-y kind of image that comes with the idea of
raw interiors, explains the Palm Springs-based designer, who trumps that notion of dining displayed here. Designed for Contempo House, a desert city developer model, it has sleek blends of artist Gabriel Rivera and a dining table and chairs from ambiente collection work with recycled glass flecked
terrazzo floors and a chandelier from Artemide equipped with a dimized fluorescent bulb. If you do homework, you can find decoration and fixtures with a high level of improvement, says Nichols, for example, in a dining chair fabric that looks like a rich suede but contains recycled polyester. Nichols
designs with strict thoughtfulness. Everything must have a purpose, he says, of a tippifying clever approach to his two-year venture, which places environmentally saving practicality at the forefront and promises to help pave the way for a new kind of eco-decorating with the sight of nary Birkenstock. -Mario
López-Cordero Photo: Scott Van Dyke courtesy of Contempo House Photo: David Walter Gilbert REDTOP ARCHITECTS Redheads, they say, are adventurous. Well, there's also architecture produced by Redtop, a young New York company whose executives -(from left) Amy Shakespeare, 36; Virginia
Kindred, 41; and Lauren Rubin, 37, all auburn hair. The three met while working for New York's Mitchell/Giurgola Architects and bonded together in 2003 to pursue their common philosophy that architectural design has the power to make people happy, and on a budget as well. We believe that light and
color and texture can make a simple office a really great place to be, Rubin says. In a recent Manhattan townhouse project for a family of six, they restored the landmark front and reinvented the rest. Main step: The two-story rear extension, with mondrian-like glass and steel walls, is seen on the re-back
deck equipped with a luxe gas grill wolf. Architects have also designed errant chandeliers that dramatically illuminate the indoor living area. Because is a committed green building, the townhouse has a geothermal well that uses ground temperature to generate heat and coolness through radiant floors.
The group unabashedly uses the word fun as one of architecture's highest goals. Townhouse roof, space no longer occupied by bulky cooling equipment, now features a basketball court. -Cara Greenberg Photo: Francis Dzikowski Photo: Arlene Byster, Byster Studio's MATT LORENZ, a Chicago-based
32-year-old who won bravo top design believes that any designer can pull along in a nice setting. But we have a duty not only to make the room beautiful, but to help our customers' lives function better, says Lorenz. Instead of halving just because of what is expected, we need to think about changing
moods by picking colors and objects that revive them when they return home at the end of the day. This solar room, for example, was designed for a working mother with a busy photography career. Opened through the arch of the kitchen (the tiled floor unites the two), it has a window wall to the right. It
was supposed to serve both an outdoor extension and as a relaxation room, more of a meditative space, explains Lorenz. A common approach would include two sofas (or one sofa and two chairs) facing each other over the coffee table. Lorenz flipped this convention, deploying a luxuriously double-wide
daybed by Michael Berman and two stone topped the end tables instead. The whitewashed, hand-carved Italian-style table adds unexpected classic surprises set before the grommet hung curtains of Henry Calvin's linen out. That's it. There is no plasma TV, no game table, no waste, no clutter. People in
the overmultifunction room, says the disciplined Lorenz, clearly not emmored the idea. -Jorge S. Arango Photo: Arlene Byster, Byster Studio Photo: Danny Piassick JULIO QUIÑONES I'm a man with a young body, jokes the Dallas-based designer, admitting that his preference is timeless over trendy
belies in his 29 years. I think I've been in the design world for decades, he says. As a child, I pulled my red wagon around the neighborhood and brought home my treasures to redecorate my room. After completing a red wagon in a pickup and construction job, Quiñones learned nuts and bolts for home
improvement and then went on to study design at El Centro College in Dallas. His resulting style contains equal parts of sage tips and a fresh approach. On the Bachelorette pad's recent divorcée in the Dallas high-rise, it meant layering the bedroom with soothing colors and consolation textures. I wanted
it to be a sexy retreat for her, he explains. Quiñones designed the barrel on the back side of the chair and the bed itself. Multifunctional chaise is a vintage piece he found 1stDibs.com. The bed is the focal point of the room, designed with a mirror, which acts as a reflective window. I suggested adding a
chaise to the foot where most people would put on the bench, says Quiñones. Chaise is towards the image, ideal for sitting and reading Sunday paper. - Diane Carroll Photo: Danny Piassick This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users submit their email
addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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